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7 MUST TRY TIPS FOR SMARTER TECH RECRUITMENT

Technical recruiting isn’t for the faint of heart. Technical recruiters must speak fluent programmer jargon 
and know the difference between a web developer and web services developer. Recruiting managers and 
technical recruiters need to screen and assess tech candidates for their java skills, or rate their ability to 
construct basic SQL queries. Without a background in IT, engaging tech candidates is nearly impossible 
until you’ve got enough knowledge and experience under your belt… or they’ll see right through you and 
go running.

Stop spamming passive talent. Top tech talent may receive hundreds of InMails or emails from 
recruiters a week! Competition is fierce, and passive candidates will treat your outreach as spam 
if your messaging is generic and ingenuine.

Use the right channels to communicate. Email is one of the best ways to reach top tech talent 
for numerous reasons. For one, they prefer it. A whopping 65% of tech talent say email is the 
best way to hear about new jobs. 44% of them “hate” to be contacted on the phone.

Get a detailed understanding of the candidate you need. 52% of recruiters say the hardest 
part of their job is identifying the right candidates from a large applicant pool.

TO DO: Scour GitHub, StackOverflow, CodePen and even Twitter to see if they’ve 
publically shared their interests and areas of expertise then mention how they align with 
your offer.

TO DO: If you found them on one of the networks listed above, see if they’re open to 
connecting there!

TO DO: Beta a tech skills profiler tool that maps technical skills and expertise level in 
easy-to-digest graphs and visuals. (Did we mention Pomato has a full-featured free trial?)

Use our helpful technical recruiting checklist to make today’s tech talent feel valued in the hiring process 
and fill the reqs you need in a breeze!

34% of tech candidates say their biggest challenge in the hiring process 
is recruiters not understanding the technologies they work with.

FACT

https://www.stackoverflowbusiness.com/talent/resources/developer-hiring-landscape-2015
https://business.linkedin.com/content/dam/business/talent-solutions/global/en_us/c/pdfs/GRT16_GlobalRecruiting.pdf
http://www.pomato.com/features-1/#skills-profiler
http://www2.staffingindustry.com/site/Editorial/Daily-News/Tech-candidate-survey-finds-disconnect-with-recruiters-40099
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Use intelligent recruitment tools.  A tech recruiter’s best friend is one that does all of the 
deciphering for you! With artificially intelligent recruitment tools designed for IT recruiting, tech 
candidates are better matched so recruiters can reach out to the right ones. Quit the guessing game 
and stop wasting time reaching out to tech candidates who aren’t going to even be the right fit. 

Meet IRL. Offer food, drinks and the chance to talk tech with a meetup. You can say a few words 
yourself or ask your hiring managers to discuss the unique challenges and exciting projects at your 
organization. Do you offer certifications or classes that other workplaces don’t? Share. Do you have 
a work from home program or a 20% time initiative? Let your attendees know.

ABH: Always Be Hiring. Stop waiting until you’re down precious technical talent with a product 
deadline looming. Always be open to meeting with talent, no matter which positions are open. 
Build a community of people who know where you are and contribute to it!

Try out Pomato’s free trial for yourself: http://bit.ly/pomato-trial to see how its candidate 
matching system provides the right talent for the job so you can focus outreach efforts 
where they matter.

TO DO: Find a meetup or organize your own through a local co-working and event space 
or with a tool like www.meetup.com.

TO DO: Share other people’s jobs when they ask. Not only will it position you as a 
resource, it will help you become a connector in the tech community. Networking is the 
original recruiting. 

Deploy skills assessment tests. Research proves that job-related skills tests are the most valid 
predictor of future performance. Using online coding tests, for example, gives recruiters the ability 
to assess tech candidates for various skills dependent on different roles. 

TO DO: Using intelligent recruitment tools designed for IT skills assessments, recruiters 
with virtually no technical background can generate custom assessments.

http://bit.ly/pomato-trial
http://mavweb.mnsu.edu/howard/Schmidt%20and%20Hunter%201998%20Validity%20and%20Utility%20Psychological%20Bulletin.pdf
http://www.pomato.com/features/

